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A contemporary approach to validity arguments: a
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CONTEXT Assessment is central to medical
education and the validation of assessments is
vital to their use. Earlier validity frameworks
suffer from a multiplicity of types of validity or
failure to prioritise among sources of validity
evidence. Kane’s framework addresses both
concerns by emphasising key inferences as the
assessment progresses from a single observation to a final decision. Evidence evaluating
these inferences is planned and presented as a
validity argument.
OBJECTIVES We aim to offer a practical
introduction to the key concepts of Kane’s
framework that educators will find accessible
and applicable to a wide range of assessment
tools and activities.
RESULTS All assessments are ultimately
intended to facilitate a defensible decision
about the person being assessed. Validation is
the process of collecting and interpreting evidence to support that decision. Rigorous validation involves articulating the claims and
assumptions associated with the proposed
decision (the interpretation/use argument),
empirically testing these assumptions, and or-

ganising evidence into a coherent validity
argument. Kane identifies four inferences in
the validity argument: Scoring (translating an
observation into one or more scores); Generalisation (using the score[s] as a reflection of
performance in a test setting); Extrapolation
(using the score[s] as a reflection of realworld performance), and Implications (applying the score[s] to inform a decision or
action). Evidence should be collected to support each of these inferences and should
focus on the most questionable assumptions
in the chain of inference. Key assumptions
(and needed evidence) vary depending on the
assessment’s intended use or associated decision. Kane’s framework applies to quantitative
and qualitative assessments, and to individual
tests and programmes of assessment.
CONCLUSIONS Validation focuses on evaluating the key claims, assumptions and inferences that link assessment scores with their
intended interpretations and uses. The Implications and associated decisions are the most
important inferences in the validity argument.
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Kane’s validity argument

INTRODUCTION

Assessment is a central component of our medical
education endeavours. We continually make judgements and decisions about learners based on various
types of assessment including examinations, rating
scales and clinical gestalt. As we move globally into an
era of competency-based medical education,1 with
increased reliance on assessments of mastery,2 milestones,3,4 and readiness to perform key tasks,5 the
decision-making processes associated with how we
judge learners’ competencies have become increasingly relevant. In order to make sound judgements,
we need to carefully understand the strengths and
limitations of the assessment tools and processes
upon which these decisions are based. Stated differently, we require evidence to support the validity of
our decisions. The process of collecting and interpreting validity evidence is called ‘validation’.
Messick6 and Kane7 have offered detailed reviews of
how validation has evolved over the past 100 years.
To summarise very briefly (see Fig. 1), educators initially recognised two types of validity: content validity (which relates to the creation of the assessment
items), and criterion validity (which refers to how
well scores correlate with a reference-standard measure of the same phenomenon). However, content
validity nearly always supported the test, and investigators quickly recognised that identifying and validating a reference standard is very difficult,
especially for intangible attributes (e.g. professionalism). As an alternative for contexts in which no
definitive criterion existed, theorists proposed construct validity,8 in which intangible attributes (constructs) are linked with observable attributes based
on a conception or theory of the construct. Validity
can then be tested by measuring observable attributes and evaluating the theorised relationships.
Experts soon realised that all these different ‘types’
of validity, together with reliability metrics, ultimately had the common pathway of supporting (or

Types of validity
• Criterion validity
• Content validity

refuting) the construct-related relationships. This
led researchers (as detailed by Messick6) to abandon
the different ‘types’ of validity in favour of a unified
framework in which construct validity (the only
type) is supported by evidence derived from multiple sources. However, although Messick’s framework
has subsequently been widely embraced,9,10 it does
not prioritise among the different evidence sources
or indicate how priority might vary for different
assessments.11 For example, the key assumptions
and weaknesses underlying a high-stakes multiplechoice examination might be very different from
those of a low-stakes procedural assessment or an
observation of clinical performance intended to
guide formative feedback. The most recent evolution in validation theory, articulated by Kane,7,12
addresses the issue of prioritisation by highlighting
key phases or inferences in planning and evaluating
the validity argument.
The beauty of Kane’s framework is that it applies
equally to an individual quantitative assessment tool,
a qualitative assessment tool, or a programme of
assessment. Such versatility will be required as we
move into a ‘post-psychometric era’ of assessment in
which qualitative and subjective data are increasingly valued13 and multiple assessment data points
of varying rigour are routinely integrated.14 Schuwirth and van der Vleuten15 have provided an eloquent review of how Kane’s framework can be
applied to programmatic assessment. In the present
article, we aim to offer a practical introduction to
the key concepts of Kane’s framework that educators will find accessible and applicable to a wide
range of assessment tools and activities.

A FOCUS ON DECISIONS AND CONSEQUENCES

When we assess a learner, we usually generate a
number (although qualitative and portfolio-based
assessments are increasingly used), but the number
itself is of relatively little value. What we want –

Types of validity
• Correla!onal validity
• Content validity
• Construct validity

What if no reference standard?
Risk of confirma!on bias

Too many types
Everything relates to
the construct
Where to fit reliability?

Sources of evidence
• Content
• Response process
• Internal structure
• Rel. other variables
• Consequences

Stages of argument
•
•
•
•

Scoring
Generalisa!on
Extrapola!on
Implica!on

How to priori!se evidence?

Figure 1 Evolution of concepts of validity. A narrative explanation is given in the text. Rel other variables = relationships
with other variables
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indeed, the reason we perform the assessment and
obtain the number in the first place – is a decision
about that learner. Did he pass? Does he need
remediation, or should he be considered for student-of-the-year? What is he doing well and where
does he need to improve? Each of these questions
represents a decision that may have important
consequences in the life of that learner and the
patients and peers with whom he will work in future
years, as well as the systems involved in that work.
Ultimately, validation is all about collecting evidence
to support the defensibility of that decision.
An analogy with clinical medicine may help to illustrate this point. Is the prostate-specific antigen
(PSA) test useful in screening for prostate cancer?
Evidence suggests that values are quite reproducible
on retesting and from year-to-year,16,17 that high
values correlate strongly with cancer,18 and that cancer is diagnosed at a less aggressive stage when
annual PSA tests are performed.19,20 Yet despite this
favourable evidence, professional organisations recommend against screening for most men.21–23 This
incongruity arises because of the unintended adverse
consequences of further evaluation24 and, more
importantly, because large randomised trials have
arrived at conflicting conclusions regarding the
benefits of testing and subsequent treatment.20,25
From this clinical example we learn several important lessons relevant to the educational assessment
of health professionals. Firstly, not all assessments
are beneficial. In fact, an assessment with very careful development, reproducible results and correlation with important variables might ultimately cause
more harm than good, especially at the level of the
individual (if, for instance, a low score prompted
unnecessary remediation activities). Secondly, people may rightly arrive at different conclusions when
interpreting the same evidence, as might be
reflected in differing perspectives in a residency
promotion committee. Thirdly, an assessment might
be useful in some contexts but not in others
(e.g. PSA test properties vary by age; an education
checklist may prove adequate for assessing procedural skills in a simulation-based context, but fail to
capture important nuances of clinical practice).
Fourthly, the usefulness of a test may vary for different purposes (e.g. the PSA test is generally considered useful in monitoring for cancer recurrence;
the mini-clinical evaluation exercise [mini-CEX]
seems appropriate as a tool for formative feedback,
but may be less defensible when used for summative
purposes or programme evaluation26). Fifthly, the
act of assessment is in fact an intervention, as wit-
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nessed by research on test-enhanced learning,27 and
like all interventions can be evaluated for its impact
(e.g. one can conduct a randomised trial of PSA
testing versus no PSA,19,20 or educational assessment
versus no assessment28,29).
The principle of focusing on decisions and consequences is not limited to multiple-choice tests or
objective structured clinical examinations. It applies
equally well to portfolio-based assessment,30 qualitative assessments,31 and programmes of assessment,15
to both formative (during instruction, to monitor
learning and provide feedback) and summative (at
the end of instruction, often judged in comparison
with a standard) assessments, and to tests intended
to directly enhance learning.32 Sometimes test developers cannot envision all of the potential uses of
the test, or existing data are repurposed to a new
use. Regardless of the nature of the data or the format of the assessment activity, at some point a
judgement will be made (e.g. ‘meets standards’,
‘these areas need improvement. . .’ or ‘possesses
qualities we admire’) and a decision will result
(e.g. ‘pass’, ‘you could improve on . . .’ or ‘accept
for admission’).
The purpose of validation is to collect evidence that
evaluates whether or not a decision and its attendant consequences are useful.

THE VALIDITY ARGUMENT

The validity argument guides the collection and
interpretation of validity evidence. As an analogy,
consider an attorney planning, collecting, organising and then presenting evidence in a legal argument before a court.33 The intent of such an
argument is to convince the judge or jury of the
proposed interpretation of the evidence, namely
that the defendant is guilty (or innocent), which
will, in turn, lead to a decision (i.e. conviction or
acquittal). That decision will depend on the
strength, completeness and relevance of the evidence, the organisation and persuasion of the attorney’s reasoning, and the personal feelings of those
rendering judgement. Rarely is a single piece of
evidence so incontrovertible that it single-handedly
‘makes the case’. Rather, the argument usually consists of multiple pieces of evidence, individually
incomplete but collectively sufficient to convince
the jury.
Continuing the analogy of a legal argument, the
amount of evidence required varies depending on
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the gravity of the pending decision. In a criminal
case the threshold for conviction is that the evidence is convincing ‘beyond reasonable doubt’, yet
the evidence required in a felony case would typically be much greater than that required in a minor
driving infraction. By contrast, in a civil case, a
judgement is rendered based on the ‘preponderance of the evidence’.

hypothesis. As with other forms of hypothesis-driven
research, the hypothesis in validity research8 (the
interpretation/use argument) contributes greatly to
the relevance, rigour, completeness and simple elegance of study results and interpretations.

Turning now to assessment validation, the same
principles apply. First, an educator must consider
the decision at hand (e.g. ‘Who should pass the
cardiology clerkship, and who needs remediation?’)
and a proposed interpretation that would support
that decision (e.g. ‘high scores reflect good cardiac
examination skills; low scores indicate poor examination skills’). Next, with the desired decision in
mind, the educator identifies the key claims,
assumptions and inferences associated with this
interpretation and use; Kane12 labels this the ‘interpretation/use argument’. The educator then develops a plan to test these assumptions and inferences.
Finally, guided by this plan, he or she collects
empiric evidence from multiple sources and organises this evidence into a validity argument (Fig. 2).

However, identifying the weakest links and assumptions in the hypothesis, and planning the tests that
will evaluate those assumptions, is rarely obvious
(the ‘devilish details’ referred to by Brennan34). Fortunately, Kane has described a framework for thinking about the validity argument that helps educators
identify the most important pieces of evidence when
planning the evaluation (to prioritise the collection
of evidence) and when interpreting the argument
(to identify evidence gaps). Essentially, Kane traces
an assessment from the Scoring of a single observation (e.g. multiple-choice examination question,
skill station, clinical observation or portfolio item),
to using the observation score(s) to generate an
overall test score representing performance in the
test setting (Generalisation), to drawing an inference
regarding what the test score might imply for reallife performance (Extrapolation), and then to interpreting this information and making a decision
(Implications) (Fig. 3). Each phase in this process
represents an inference laden with several assumptions. Kane’s validity framework specifies evidence
that can be collected to support (or refute) each of
these assumptions, thus strengthening (or weakening) the associated inferences and ultimately the
overall validity argument; these sources of evidence

Brennan34 observed: ‘There may be devilish details
to be considered, but the basic approach is straightforward.’ Kane12 declared: ‘First, state the claims
that are being made in a proposed interpretation or
use (the IUA [interpretation/use argument]), and
second, evaluate these claims (the validity argument).’ This two-step approach – stating and then
evaluating claims – is analogous to the routine
research practice of stating and then testing a

KANE’S FRAMEWORK

State proposed decision (interpreta!on, use)
State interpreta!on/use argument (i.e. hypothesis)
(claims, assump!ons, inferences)
Test weakest
assump!ons:
Revise
instrument or
proposed use
Evidence
unfavourable

Scoring
Generalisa!on
Extrapola!on
Implica!on

Evaluate evidence

Evidence
favourable

Reject argument
for this use

Accept argument
for this use

Figure 2 Evaluating the validity argument
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Observa on

Scoring

Single score

Generalisation

Performance:
test se ng

Extrapolation

Performance:
real life

Implication

Interpreta on
and decision

Figure 3 Key elements in the validity argument: inferences from observation to decision

are discussed below and in Table 1. Educators will
be familiar with many of the types of validity evidence under each category. The key insight provided by Kane refers to the prioritisation, selection
and organisation of this evidence into a comprehensive and coherent argument.
The validity argument should contain multiple
sources of evidence that span several (if not all)
inferences. It is also important to focus on the weakest links (most questionable assumptions). One
advantage of Kane’s framework is that it does not
rely heavily on psychometric data, and thus the concepts apply readily to non-quantitative assessments
(such as learning portfolios and narrative performance reviews). Kane’s framework also applies to
programmes of assessment (i.e. the use of multiple
individual assessment activities to make judgements).
Schuwirth and van der Vleuten15 have explored this
at length and we will not discuss it further.
Define the proposed use
Validation begins with a clear statement of the proposed use of the assessment scores (i.e. interpretations and decisions). Tests intended to result in
pass/fail decisions may require different prioritisation of validity evidence than those reporting raw
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scores. The validation of an assessment of communication skills might vary substantially according to
whether it is intended for a second-year medical student, first-year resident or practising physician, or
for a psychiatrist versus an orthopaedic surgeon.
Interpretations to guide formative feedback or to
establish a minimal level of competence would
require evidence that differs from that for interpretations suggesting competence to practise medicine
independently.
Scoring inference
Each assessment begins with an observation of some
performance, such as a multiple-choice test question, a skill station, a clinical encounter or a selfreflection narrative in a learning portfolio. The
intent is to use that observation to generate a fair,
accurate, reproducible quantitative score (or an
accurate and insightful narrative comment). The
Scoring inference is greatly influenced by the construction of specific items, such as the wording of a
written test question, training of a standardised
patient, or procedural task specification. Scoring also
depends on the selection of response options
(e.g. dichotomous checklist versus global rating
scale,35 the number36 and weighting of response
options,37 and the choice of specific scale anchors),
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Table 1

Specific evidence to support the validity argument

Quantitative assessments

Scoring

Procedures to define,

Empirical evaluation of

Procedures to define,

Empirical evaluation of

establish or select . . .

...

establish or select . . .

...

!

Items and response
options
Observation format (e.g.
live versus video; written
versus computer)
Standardisation,
equating across forms or
occasions
Scoring rubric/criteria
and implementation
procedures; pass/fail
standard
Rater selection and
training
Rules for combining
related test elements
from different sources
(triangulation) or separating unrelated elements from one source
(e.g. different skill
domains on single OSCE)
Data security, quality
control

!

Item and response
option performance
(item difficulty, point
biserial, response option
analyses)
Observation format (e.g.
empiric comparison of
different formats, such
as live versus videobased, or blinded versus
unblinded scoring)
Standardisation,
equating
Scoring rubric/criteria
(e.g. empiric comparison
of different procedures,
think-aloud study)
Rater selection and
training; rater accuracy
and reliability
Data security, quality
control

!

Observation
opportunities sufficient
to inform meaningful
narratives
Questions and prompts
likely to stimulate a rich
narrative response
Observers with credibility
(e.g. appropriate
experience and training)
to provide the requested
insights

!

Sampling strategy (items,
raters, tasks, occasions),
e.g. test blueprint;
random versus purposive
sampling
Sample size

!

Reliability or
generalisability (items,
raters, tasks, occasions)
Item response theory

!

Sampling strategy
(prompts, observers,
occasions, performance
domains, complementary
data sources and types),
e.g. purposive sampling,
sampling to saturation,
triangulation
Interpretive process that
is defensible and
transparent (auditable)
Data interpreters with
credibility to perform
interpretation and synthesis
Response to conflicting
data

!

!

!

!

!
!

!

Generalisation

Qualitative assessments

!

!

!

!
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!
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!

!

!

!

Observations actually
conducted
The richness, accuracy,
authenticity and fairness
of qualitative data (e.g.
individual narratives,
other documents)

Sampling and
triangulation; the variety
of perspectives reflected
in data being analysed
(different observers,
performance domains,
time points, data types)
Defensibility, reflexivity,
transparency, and
responsiveness of the
interpretive process
Thematic saturation and
coherence of final
interpretations
Consistency and
reflexivity of
interpretations formed
by different interpreters
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Table 1

(Continued)

Quantitative assessments

Extrapolation

Qualitative assessments

Procedures to define,

Empirical evaluation of

Procedures to define,

Empirical evaluation of

establish or select . . .

...

establish or select . . .

...

!

!

Needs analysis to define
scope/objectives
Process-construct match
(e.g. think-aloud study)
Relevance and
authenticity (e.g.
ratings by experts)
Correlation with another
measure having an
expected relationship
(criterion-referenced or
convergent; concurrent
or predictive)
Discrimination (known
groups comparison)
Responsiveness
(sensitivity to change
following intervention)
Construct profile (e.g.
factor analysis, MTMM)
Differential item
functioning

!

!

Pass/fail standard (e.g.
ROC curve)
Effectiveness of actions
based on assessment
results
Intended or unintended
consequences of testing
(long-term follow-up;
qualitative studies;
consider impact on
learners, raters and
others)
Differential item
functioning (if
implications for
consequences)

!

!

!

Scope of test (e.g.
domain specification,
construct definition)
Authenticity of
assessment context (e.g.
clinical setting,
simulation)
Authenticity of
item/scenario (e.g. real
patient, task alignment)

!
!

!

!
!

!
!

Implications

!
!

Pass/fail standard (e.g.
Angoff method)
Planned actions based
on assessment results
(e.g. remediation)

!
!

!

!

Data sources that reflect
key aspects of
performance

!

!

!

Planned actions based
on assessment results
(e.g. remediation)

!

!

!

The relevance of data
sources to performance
Agreement of relevant
stakeholders (e.g.
observers, learners,
programme directors)
with final interpretation
(member check)
Agreement of
stakeholders that
interpretations will apply
to new contexts in
training or practice
(transferability)
Relationship between
qualitative
interpretations and other
measures of similar traits
(e.g. quantitative data,
independent decisions
about remediation or
honours)
Agreement of other
experts with final judgement and decision
Effectiveness of actions
based on assessment
results
Intended or unintended
consequences of testing
(consider impact on
learners, observers,
interpreters and others)

This table lists many elements of evidence that could be used to test each inference, but is not inclusive of all possible elements. There is
no expectation that all of these elements should be used in a given validation. Rather, an investigator should select those elements most
salient to the intended use/decision (see text for details)
MTMM = multitrait, multimethod matrix;80 OSCE = objective structured clinical examination; ROC = receiver operating characteristic

scoring rubric and procedures, and item analysis.
Fairness requires consideration of whether everyone
was given a similar test, the resolution of which may
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include standardisation and approaches to enhance
test security. Standard-setting procedures can also
influence dichotomous responses (e.g. definitions
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of pass/fail or done/not done) generated from a
single observation.
In qualitative assessments, the questions that
prompt a narrative response, the richness of the raw
data, the credibility of the observers, and the use of
‘thick description’ (e.g. actual quotes or images) in
the final report would support Scoring.
Generalisation inference
To understand Generalisation we need to distinguish
performance in the ‘test world’ (formally the ‘universe of assessment’) from that in the ‘real world’.
Generalisation deals with test-world performance.
In the universe of assessment, there are in theory a
limitless number of items that we could create or
select to assess the performance domain under
study. We could select 16 or 60 multiple-choice
questions for a test of knowledge of cardiology, and
in the process of question selection could give
greater or lesser emphasis to valvular disease versus
arrhythmias. For a skill examination, we might use
four or 12 skill stations and could tweak the specifics of each station scenario or rating form in countless ways. The test items we ultimately select
represent a sample of the items from this universe of
possibilities. However, we are not really interested in
this sample per se; rather, we ideally want to generalise from this sample to the entire assessment universe.
Thus, Generalisation seeks to answer the question:
how well do the selected test items (the questions,
cases, stations, raters, observations, survey response
options, portfolio entries, self-reflection essays, etc.)
in our sample represent all of the theoretically possible items in the relevant assessment universe? Evidence to answer this question comes from two
primary sources: methods taken to ensure adequate
and appropriate sampling within the test domain,
and empiric studies to determine the likelihood of
obtaining similar scores if we use an entirely new
sample of items (reproducibility or reliability).
Methods to ensure appropriate sampling might
include a test blueprint (across domains) or random
sampling (within a domain) to assist in systematically selecting items. The required number of observations depends on both the scope of the domain
(i.e. the size of the universe; more comprehensive
tests will require more observations) and the reproducibility of individual observations. The qualitative
research concept of saturation may be useful, espe-

cially for non-numeric data or if the universe is
highly heterogeneous: does the new observation
add important information beyond the information
already collected?
The reproducibility of numeric scores can be empirically determined using reliability metrics. According
to classical test theory, an observed score reflects
the true score imperfectly because of measurement
error. Scores are more reproducible, and presumably closer to the true score, as measurement error
is reduced. Error can arise at each step or facet of
the measurement activity – such as the individual
item, station, rater or occasion – and error
decreases as the number of replications increases
(e.g. more items, more stations, more raters or
more occasions). Generalisability theory allows a
researcher to investigate the magnitude of error
arising from each facet simultaneously, then to identify the sources of greatest error, and finally to optimise overall reproducibility by exploring the impact
of varying numbers of replications for each facet.
In some assessments (e.g. surveys and checklists in
which each item measures a unique point of interest), individual items are each intended to reflect a
different domain. In such instances, aggregating or
averaging responses is inappropriate, as is estimating reproducibility across items (inter-item internal
consistency), and the Generalisation inference relies
heavily on the sampling of each relevant domain
and on other facets of reproducibility (raters and
stations or cases).
For qualitative assessments, the synthesis of individual pieces of qualitative data to form an insightful,
accurate and defensible interpretation is analogous
to quantitative generalisation. Whereas we treat
inter-rater variability as error for most numeric
scores, in qualitative assessments we view observer
variability as representing potentially valuable
insights into performance (i.e. different perspectives38,39). The method for selecting and synthesising data from different sources (triangulation) and
deciding when to stop (saturation) will inform the
Generalisation inference for qualitative data.
Extrapolation inference
Test-world performance is important, but what we
really want to measure or at least anticipate is realworld performance. This leap of faith from test performance to real-life performance requires Extrapolation. In other words, Generalisation takes us from a
sample of observations to the test-world universe;
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Extrapolation takes us from the test-world universe to
the real world.
Evidence to support Extrapolation comes primarily
from two sources: methods taken to ensure that the
test domain reflects the key aspects of real performance, and empiric analyses evaluating the relationship
between the test performance and real-world performance. To establish the relevant test domain, test
developers might interview or poll experts, observe
the actual task as performed by practitioners of varying levels of skill, ask experts to think aloud as they
perform the task, and review past literature including
relevant guidelines and authoritative texts. Once a
complete picture of the desired clinical domain has
been specified, principles of domain sampling can be
applied to establish an appropriate test domain (as
described for Generalisation; in addition, purposive
sampling might deliberately over-represent areas of
high importance).
Empiric analyses to support the Extrapolation inference evaluate the association between test scores and
a comparable metric related to the real task. One
common approach evaluates the ability of scores to
discriminate among groups of learners who differ in
a specific characteristic such as training status (the
‘known-group’ or ‘expert–novice’ comparison). However, known-group comparisons offer relatively weak
validity evidence because association does not imply
causation.40 Stronger Extrapolation evidence can be
collected by correlating test scores with scores from a
conceptually related real-world assessment. In the
absence of real-world scores, scores from another test
measure can be used (i.e. making the argument that
strong correlation between two independent measures of the same task supports the validity of both
scores), although the inference is naturally weaker.
The hypothesised correlation need not always be
strong or positive; for example, a strongly positive
correlation between two scores would undermine the
inference if the constructs were conceptually independent. To avoid the pitfall of ‘sheer exploratory
empiricism [in which] any correlation of the test
score with another variable is welcomed’,41 researchers should specify all hypothesised relationships prior
to empiric evaluation. Cronbach labelled this practice the ‘strong programme’ of validation.41 For qualitative assessment, Extrapolation might be further
supported by evidence suggesting that stakeholders
agree with the interpretations and anticipate that
they will apply to new contexts in training or practice.
Unfortunately, Generalisation and Extrapolation are
often at odds with one another. Kane7 notes: ‘We
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can strengthen extrapolation at the expense of generalisation by making the assessment tasks as representative of the target domain as possible, or we can
strengthen generalisation at the expense of extrapolation by employing larger numbers of highly
standardised tasks.’
Implications inference
The final inference moves from the target domain
score to some interpretation about that score, and
from that interpretation to a specific use, decision or
action. This requires inference about the Implications
of the assessment results. As Kane7 states: ‘It is generally inappropriate to assume that evidence supporting a particular interpretation of test scores
automatically justifies a proposed use of the scores.’
He also notes: ‘A decision procedure that does not
achieve its goals, or does so at too high a cost, is likely
to be abandoned even if it is based on perfectly accurate information.’7 In other words, even if we measure the attribute correctly, it doesn’t necessarily
mean this information will be useful (or used well).
Thus, the final phase in the validity argument evaluates the consequences or impact of the assessment on
the learner, other stakeholders and society at large.42
The most straightforward way to collect data regarding the consequences of assessment would be to
offer the assessment (and the ensuing judgements
and interventions [e.g. promotion or remediation])
to some learners but not to others, and to compare
relevant outcomes including intended and unintended consequences (e.g. quantity and quality of
feedback received, length and cost of training, dropout rates, stress levels, scores on other short- and
long-term performance measures, impact on raters,
and effects on patient care). This approach would
be similar to that used in comparative studies evaluating PSA testing in comparison with no testing,
and looking for consequences both intended
(improved cancer-free morbidity and mortality) and
unintended (increased biopsies or surgeries,
increased anxiety). However, such studies are difficult to conduct and exceed the reach of most investigators. More achievable studies evaluating the
Implications inference include standard-setting studies (discussed under Scoring), non-comparative studies exploring intended and unintended
consequences (e.g. what happens to learners who
fail a key examination), and evaluations of differences in test performance among subgroups for
which performance should be similar, such as men
and women (differential item functioning). Likewise, in qualitative assessments, evaluating the agree-
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ment of experts with final interpretations and the
impact of decisions on learners and raters would
support the Implications inference.
Implications evidence of any variety (e.g. what happened
to those learners who failed the test and those who
passed? Did remediation result in improved performance on follow-up assessment?) is very rarely published,43 but we suspect that relevant raw data are often
available locally yet not rigorously analysed and disseminated. The absence of evidence of consequences represents an important gap in the literature.42

PUTTING THE ARGUMENT TOGETHER

Planning and presenting a coherent argument
Although Kane does not specify the order in which
validity evidence should be collected and evaluated,
there seems to be a natural progression that aligns
the phases of the argument (from left to right in
Fig. 3) with the priority and sequence of collecting
empiric evidence. It seems natural to solidify evidence regarding the scoring rubric before analysing
the generalisability of those scores, to evaluate generalisability before extrapolating to real life, and to confirm relationships with real-life performance before
attempting to confirm the impact of assessment on
meaningful outcomes. Of course, the issues related
to domain specification and sampling will need to be
addressed early in the process.
Although all of the inferences in the validity argument merit some attention, they are not all of equal
importance. For a given interpretation and use,
some assumptions are a priori more plausible, and
some assumptions more vital, than others. Generalisation may be less important when the emphasis is
on formative feedback, and the Extrapolation inference may be less important for assessments (both
qualitative and quantitative) that rely on direct
observation of real clinical performance as the
underlying assumptions are relatively plausible. This
underscores the need to clearly state the hypothesis
(the interpretation/use argument) before collecting
evidence! The prioritisation of specific inferences
for specific test interpretations and decisions (e.g.
admissions, promotions, licensure) is an area of
active development, and some investigators
have proposed validity arguments for specific
assessment topics.44,45
Empiric findings often disagree within an inference
(e.g. conflicting evidence for Generalisation),

between inferences (e.g. favourable Generalisation
but unfavourable Extrapolation), and across different
contexts or research studies. A pre-specified interpretation/use argument and evaluation plan helps
to integrate such findings. Further, several iterations
through the ‘revise instrument or proposed use’
branch of Fig. 2 may be necessary, especially in early
stages of development and validation.
Flaws in building the validity argument
Educators commonly make the mistake of
assuming that a test validated for one purpose or
context is valid for another. In reality, all assessments must be validated for each new proposed
interpretation and use. Kane7 identified a number
of other flaws in building the validity argument.
Firstly, educators often conclude that interpretations and decisions are valid after evaluating limited evidence. Secondly, critics, na€ıve investigators
or inappropriate regulatory requirements might
propose an argument that is more ambitious than
required for a given purpose. Thirdly, investigators
often collect easy-to-measure evidence for assumptions that are already plausible; this typically occurs
at the expense of addressing other more questionable assumptions, and can be misleading if
the sheer quantity of evidence obscures
important omissions.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF KANE’S FRAMEWORK

We conclude by showing how Kane’s framework can
apply to three commonly used instruments: a clinical laboratory test (the PSA test); an assessment of
procedural skills (the objective structured assessment of technical skills [OSATS]), and a qualitative
assessment (narrative comments from in-training
clinical assessments).
For a screening test for a pre-symptomatic disease
(e.g. the PSA) to support the Scoring inference, we
would expect to have well-defined procedures for
standardisation and for combining scores with other
clinical information such as physical examination
findings and other test results. To support Generalisation, we would expect low test–retest variability
(high test–retest reliability) and, if relevant, high
inter-rater reliability, and to support Extrapolation we
would expect that different assays correlate well,
that scores discriminate among patients with and
without the target disease (high sensitivity and
specificity), and that the test normalises after the
disease is treated. Finally, to support the proposed
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Table 2

Applying Kane’s framework to three assessments

Proposed use (decision)

PSA test

OSATS

In-training assessment narratives

Screen patients for prostate cancer

Determine procedural competence

Determine clinical competence

(Does patient need further

of surgery residents (Can resident

of internal medicine residents

testing?)

operate on real patients?)

(Can resident advance to next
training year?)

Scoring

!
!

!
!
!

Calibration procedures are well
defined16,46
Cystoscopy and biopsy produce
transient rise (i.e. informs
conditions or standardisation of
testing)46
Cut-point thresholds vary by
age47
Measurement of free PSA adds
value to total PSA48
Measurement of rate of change
over time adds value to single
PSA measurements17

!

!
!

!

Description of checklist and
GRS item development and
selection55
Adding checklist to GRS does
not improve discrimination56
Higher inter-rater reliability with
surgeon raters than with family
practice raters57
Live scores consistently higher
than videotaped scores58

!
!

!

!
!

!

!

Generalisation

!

Test–retest variation on the
same sample is 1–5%16,18

!

!

Extrapolation

!
!

!

Implications

!
!
!

!

570

Results from different assays
correlate relatively well16
Average scores discriminate
among patients with normal
prostate, benign prostatic
hypertrophy, and prostate
cancer, but there is substantial
overlap18,46
PSA levels drop substantially
following total or subtotal
prostatectomy18,46

!

Test performance varies for
different test cut-points*,49
Alternate-year screening may
be preferable23,50
The clinical benefit of
screening + treatment is small
and controversial*,19,20,51
Prostate cancer mortality varies
by baseline PSA level52

!

Inter-rater reliability high for
both checklist and GRS, but
typically higher for GRS55
Inter-station correlations
typically higher for GRS than
checklist59,60

!

Detects expert–novice
differences across postgraduate
year59

!

!

!

!

None identified63

!

Most in-training assessments
contain narrative comments64
Comments map to discrete and
overlapping competencies, and
to non-competency
characteristics64
Observers consider multiple
themes when forming opinions
about residents65
Observers often suppress
negative comments*,66,67
Richness of comments improves
following faculty
development†,68
Observers with different roles
(physician, nurse, administrator)
emphasise different aspects of
performance in their
comments‡,69
Observer engagement
enhances perceived
authenticity/credibility70
Each resident can receive
narrative comments from
multiple observers (14 per
resident in one study71)
Different groups of interpreters
form relatively consistent
judgements about trainees72
Residents requiring remediation
had longer comments and
more negative comments than
those in good standing73
Qualitative classifications
correlate well with rotation
scores,71 course grades,†,74
and peer evaluations‡,75
Written comments are better
than numeric ratings in
identifying deficiencies§,76
Remediation, when
recommended based on
qualitative or quantitative
assessments, is resourceintensive but can be highly
successful77
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Table 2

(Continued)

PSA test
!

!

OSATS

In-training assessment narratives

Short-term unintended
consequences of testing include
pain, fever, haematuria after
biopsy*,24
Long-term unintended
consequences include
overdiagnosis and
overtreatment*,53

There may be other acceptable proposed uses/decisions for each test; we have selected one specific use for each assessment. The
evidence presented for each test use reflects what has been published rather than an ideal collection of evidence; hence there are likely
to be important gaps. In addition, some evidence is unfavourable to the validity of interpretations and decisions
GRS = global rating scale; OSATS = objective structured assessment of technical skills; PSA = prostate-specific antigen.
* Unsupportive evidence (i.e. suggests invalidity of interpretations/decisions)
† Study involves ratings of medical students (not residents)
‡ Study involves ratings of physicians in practice (not residents)
§ Study involves ratings of surgery (not internal medicine) residents

Implications we would want to know that screening
for a disease and then treating it yields better longterm clinical outcomes than waiting for the disease
to become clinically apparent, and that adverse
effects of the treatment do not outweigh the benefits. As Table 2 shows,16–20,23,24,46–53 abundant
evidence supports the first three elements of the
proposed argument for the PSA test. However, the
clinical benefits have been called into question,
which, in turn, fundamentally challenges the utility
of the test. It is for this reason that the US Preventive Services Task Force now advises against using
the PSA test as a screen for prostate cancer.21
We next consider a rater-based assessment of procedural skills that is used to inform decisions about
whether a resident is ready to operate on real
patients under supervision. To support the Scoring
inference, we would expect to see an evidence-based
scoring rubric, to know that raters have been appropriately trained and that the observation format
(e.g. video-based review) provides sufficient information. To support Generalisation, we would expect
broad sampling across different tasks and levels of
difficulty (simple cases and more complex cases),
and high reproducibility (considering raters and stations/cases as sources of measurement error). To
support Extrapolation, we would expect experts to
agree on the key task elements and the simulator to

appropriately represent these key elements (‘functional task alignment’54), that scores correlate
strongly with an independent rating of performance
on the same task (measuring skill or performance
in clinical practice), and that scores improve following training. Finally, to support the proposed
Implications, we would want to know that decisions
to delay operating privileges improve patient care,
that remediation leads to objective improvement,
that residents perceive a benefit, and that the
delay does not impose an excessive burden on residents or training programmes. As Table 2 shows,
substantial evidence supports the first three inferences for the OSATS,55–60 although some evidence
is less favourable.61–63 However, virtually no evidence has been reported to support the Implications
inference.63
Finally, we consider the use of narrative comments
(qualitative data) from supervisors assessing residents’ clinical performance to make decisions about
promotion to the next training year. To support the
Scoring inference we would expect to see that questions prompt a variety of relevant narrative data,
that assessors have actually observed the behaviours
they are asked to assess, and that narrative comments provide a rich, detailed description of
observed behaviours. To support Generalisation, we
would expect to see that narratives have been
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solicited from people representing a variety of clinical roles, that the narratives collectively form a
coherent picture of the resident, and that those
conducting the interpretive analysis have appropriate training or experience. To support Extrapolation,
we would anticipate that those providing raw narratives agree with the synthesised ‘picture’ and that
the qualitative narrative agrees with other data
(qualitative or quantitative) measuring similar traits.
Finally, to support the proposed Implications, we
would want to know that both those providing narratives and the residents themselves agree with the
decision based on these narratives, and that actions
based on these decisions have the desired effect. We
found evidence to support many, but not all, of
these propositions (Table 2).64–77

world score to specific decisions, do important
deficiencies come to light. For this reason, we
believe that the Implications and associated decisions are ultimately the most important inferences
in the validity argument.
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